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Abstract. Experimental Software Engineering has straightforwardly evolved in
the last decades due to the effort of the community in providing consolidated
training, teaching and practice. Particularly, for controlled experiments and
quasi-experiments, the software engineering community has discussed on the
lack of reproducibility and the missing of experimental artifacts sharing poli-
cies, such as, dataset, baselines, metamodels, repositories, and scripts. These
are, therefore, important issues that jeopardizes controlled experimentation to
evolve as rigorous as in millennial sciences as Medicine and Physics. In this on-
going work, it is presented a proposal of a conceptual framework for software
engineering controlled experiments and quasi-experiments based on the main
principles and practices of Open Science. It is understood that Open Science is
one of the pillars to the evolution of science, consequently, to software engineer-
ing. The FAIR data, metadata, repositories, curation and provenance are some
of the main practices discussed in this paper. Ongoing activities are described,
in terms of how they are being performed and their relationship with prospective
ones.

1. Introduction

Experimental Software Engineering (ESE) investigates practices that can be adopted
to improve experiments1 performed in Software Engineering (SE) [Wohlin et al. 2012].
During the life cycle of an experiment, different stages should be considered, mainly fo-
cusing on planning, operation, and analysis and discussion of results [Wohlin et al. 2012].

Even with advances observed in the ESE area [OliveiraJr et al. 2021], there
are still relevant issues to be addressed, such as, improving the level of re-
producibility [González-Barahona and Robles 2012, Baker 2016, Anchundia et al. 2020,
Nelson et al. 2021] and lack of sharing of experimental artifacts [Timperley et al. 2021,
Damasceno et al. 2021], which prevent the software engineering evolution as a formal
scientific discipline. It is understood that such an ESE evolution might be reached by in-
creasing the formalization of the experiments carried out straightforwardly based on open
science practices applied to SE [Mendez et al. 2020].

1In this paper when we refer to “experiment” we mean “experiments” and/or “quasi-experiments”.



To do so, in previous works, our research group has carried out research on exper-
iments formalization by: providing a panorama on how experiments are performed in SE;
creating a set of guidelines to proper documenting SE experiments [Furtado et al. 2021];
and specifying a conceptual model to support the creation of an ontology for SE ex-
periments [Vignando et al. 2020]. In recent studies, it was observed the possibility to
incorporate practices related to the Open Science (OS)2 context. OS can be defined as
a scientific movement that stimulates the sharing of artifacts produced in scientific re-
search to every citizen. Different subareas are related to OS [Medicine and others 2018],
such as, open data, which has received increasing attention from the scientific com-
munity3. Recent works have demonstrated different actions related to the produc-
tion, manipulation and availability of open data [Cordasco et al. 2018, Santos et al. 2018,
Karanastasis et al. 2014], especially those related to FAIR data principles4.

Based on the use of open data in Software Engineering, our hypothesis is that
theinvestigation of solutions to gathering up and tracing data sets for SE experimentation
might be a path to increase its reproducibility capacity and openness of ESE. Therefore,
this paper presents the proposal of a framework based on OS practices for managing data
related to controlled SE experiments taking advantage of OS practices. In this paper,
the section 2 presents essential background on experimental software engineering and
open science; Section 3 provides our first version of the proposed framework; Section 4
discusses how such a framework is being developed in terms of data provenance and data
curation, as well as prospective actions; and Section 5 presents final remarks.

2. Theoretical Concepts

During an experiment different activities are performed [Wohlin et al. 2012]. The ex-
perimental process starts with the definition of the scope of the experiment with one
or more objectives. In planning, the experiment is structured in terms of hypothe-
sis formulation, variable selection, participant selection, selection of experimental de-
sign, instrumentation, and evaluation of validity. After planning, the operation takes
place to collect data, which is analyzed and interpreted to draw conclusions regarding
the established hypotheses. Next, the experimental packing is carried out to organize
the artifacts for sharing. The sharing of these artifacts can aid in the experiment’s re-
producibility [González-Barahona and Robles 2012, Baker 2016, Anchundia et al. 2020,
Nelson et al. 2021]. Finally, the experiment is reported [Wohlin et al. 2012].

During the experimental process, different artifacts are developed, used
or reused, which represent results achieved during the experimental process
[Jedlitschka et al. 2008]. Among possible artifacts are protocols, scripts and data
[Mendez et al. 2020]. However, despite the body of knowledge already built in
the ESE area, there are challenges to be overcome [Felderer and Travassos 2020,
Wohlin et al. 2012, Shull et al. 2007], such as, those related to reproducibility
[González-Barahona and Robles 2012], peer review [Ernst et al. 2021] and artifact shar-
ing [Timperley et al. 2021, Damasceno et al. 2021].

2https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science/
recommendation

3https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/taxonomy/term/6
4https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles



To deal with such challenges, it is suggested that the adoption of Open Science
(OS) practices 5 might be a fair path. Open Science can be defined as a movement that
considers the sharing of scientific artifacts for every citizen [Medicine and others 2018,
Mendez et al. 2020]. In the context of OS, different subareas can be investigated6 In
[Pontika et al. 2015], the FOSTER open science taxonomy is described. This taxonomy
presents some important subareas, as Open Access, Open Data, Open Reproducible Re-
search, Assessment, Policies, and OS Tools. In the open access subarea, mechanisms are
investigated to allow access to revised content, free of charge and with respected copy-
right. In the context of the open data subarea, there is an interest in the access of different
data resources. In this way, data can be reused in other research and context. In open re-
producible research, practices that may favor free access to experimental artifacts are
investigated, to favor scientific reproduction. In the evaluation of OS, available results
can be evaluated by the entire scientific community. In the OS policy subarea, guidelines
are investigated for the application of practices at different levels, from groups to research
institutions. In the case of OS tools, solutions are developed or investigated to aid the
application of OS practices.

Some of these subareas have received more attention from the scientific com-
munity. Open data is an example. Recent papers in the literature have presented the
importance of open data in different contexts [Cordasco et al. 2018, Santos et al. 2018,
Karanastasis et al. 2014]. The framework described in this article considers two subar-
eas, Open Data and Open Reproducible Research. All framework´s elements consider
different data sets, important to facilitate the artifacts sharing, related to experiments. An
expected result in this case is the higher capability to reproduce experiments in SE.

Details about the application of concepts related with Open Data and Open Repro-
ducible Research, in framework´s context, are presented in next section. The framework
presented in this article considers the data as central element. According to author´s
experiences, it is believed that systematic management of experimental data in SE exper-
iments can contribute to solve or minimize important issues in the ESE area, such as its
reproducibility.

3. Open Science Framework for ESE
Data surround the experimentation process and all supporting elements of such a process
as conceptual models, ontology, and automated systems [Cordeiro and OliveiraJr 2021].
The framework presented in this paper was planned with the aim of managing such data in
every experimental activities in software engineering. Data generated in the experiments
are not restricted to those for verification of the established hypotheses. Different types
of data should be took into account to describe the experimentation environment. To deal
with these types, specific elements are being considered for our experimental framework.
Figure 1 presents an initial organization of the framework’s elements.

Figure 1 and initial framework details are presented in
[Cordeiro and OliveiraJr 2021]. This paper presents more details about the frame-
work elements, in comparison with the mentioned paper. It is important to explain that
data is the central element of the framework. The framework development is planned

5https://en.unesco.org/science-sustainable-future/open-science/recommendation
6https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/foster-taxonomy/open-science
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Figure 1. Initial framework organization [Cordeiro and OliveiraJr 2021].

at the level of specific open science practices elements as: FAIR data, preservation,
provenance, curation, metadata and trusted repositories. In addition, conceptual model
and ontology data models provide support to such a framework.

Data curation is related to activities to describe the data characteristics. Data
provenance and metrics consider data´s source, traceability and future use. Data preser-
vation concerns details on data’s storage and deliverable capacity over time. Trusted
repository focuses on how data is structured and reliably stored. Data management plan
describes how experimental data and metadata are defined, their relationship and how
data will be available for prospective interests. Metadata is related to important data at-
tributes, in the context of FAIR data. Conceptual model describes essential experimental
elements and their relationships to constitute the experimental process and created/reused
artifacts. By developing specific models, one can deal with the characteristics of each
element. For this paper, it is presented data provenance and data curation as practices to
support our framework. The understanding of data provenance and curation context aids
to comprehend the framework general purpose.



3.1. Data Provenance

Data provenance is a kind of important metadata in which the dependencies among ap-
plication data sets are recorded [Yuan et al. 2013]. According to Yuan et al. “Data prove-
nance records the information on how the data sets were generated, which is very impor-
tant for our research on the trade-off between computation and storage”. Data provenance
has been constantly considered in scientific workflow systems.

The interest with data provenance can be observed in different contexts. In
[Freund et al. 2019], the relationship between data provenance and information security
is investigated. It is possible to verify that both areas benefit. Provenance is related to the
record of people, institutions or entities that participated in manipulation of one or more
data sets. Security is related to the search for confidentiality, integrity and availability of
this data set. Costa et al. [Costa et al. 2019] describe an architecture for capturing and
storing data about software development processes. A Provenance Model is considered
by the architecture. Ontological model and data mining techniques are also considered,
in order to identify opportunities for process improvement.

In addition to considering the provenance related to process activities, it is possible
to consider artifacts generated in the execution of processes. In [Rousseau et al. 2020],
an investigation is carried out to understand the possibilities for tracing the prove-
nance of source code artifacts in a repository7. Still in the context of development, in
[Tsai et al. 2007], a framework is proposed to analyze data from Service-Oriented Ar-
chitectures (SOA) provenance. Provenance-related features in these systems are also
analyzed. The experimental context is also considered at the provenance level. In
[Alves et al. 2020], a taxonomy is presented to classify approaches that guide how to
capture and store provenance data in simulation-based experiments in High Performance
Processing (HPP) environments. In [Silva 2011], an architecture is presented for captur-
ing and storing data generated in experiments carried out in computational clouds. The
data to be captured and stored must favor the verifiability and reproducibility of the ex-
periments.

3.2. Data Curation

Esteva et al. [Esteva et al. 2016] describe the curation performed on a data set, in the con-
text of High Performance Computing (HPC). In the curation process, different activities
were carried out, such as gathering requirements, definition of curation tasks, adding in-
formation elements, expanding the dataset scope, removing personal information, pack-
aging the dataset into specific sizes and formats. Resende [Resende 2020] presents an
investigation to understand the importance of digital curation activities for scientific
data. The article explains the international trend of scientific knowledge management.
In [Rocha and Gouveia 2020], curatorship is approached in the context of Education, in
Higher Education Institutions, which work with Distance Education.

4. Discussion on Current Activities

The framework presented in this article is currently under development. The initial orga-
nization was shown in figure 1. Each element described in such figure will be addressed

7software heritage archivehttps://www.softwareheritage.org/



individually, then integrated to other elements. To do so, specific models will be devel-
oped and validated.

Currently, a systematic literature review is at late stage, aiming at gathering up and
discussing existing OS practices in the software engineering area. From such a review, it
will be developed a data provenance model for SE experiments. As the SE literature is
scarce on this subject, it is possible that a novel data provenance model will be necessary.
Such model will be based on experimental data and metadata already existing for SE
experiments, developed in previous works [Vignando et al. 2020, Furtado et al. 2021].

Once a provenance model is developed, a curation model and policies/guidelines
will be developed to allow experimental data to be incorporated to a new experiment, or
even reused from previous studies. As curation policies will dictate how to handle such
data to be available for current and prospective experiments, such a model will need to be
capable of understand the provenance model to (semi-)automatize the (meta)data handling
process. By handling experimental data and metadata, it will be take into consideration
FAIR data lifecycle to allow data interchanging among experiments or even their several
trials.

To build both provenance and curation models, it will be considered different sup-
porting tools, such as, open science platforms and data/metadata manipulation tools. In
addition to such an infrastructure, a web-based portal for supporting users of the frame-
work will be developed as a front-end facility, aiming at increasing the adoption potential
of the framework, such as the OSF8 framework has been developed.

5. Final Remarks
This paper presented the incipient stages of development of open science-based frame-
work for managing data generated or from SE controlled experiments and quasi-
experiments. The framework is composed of different elements, which represent most
know open science practices, such as, preservation, provenance, data management plan,
metadata and trusted repositories. For each element, the development of a model is
planned, which incorporates important data to the SE experimentation context.

At this moment, a systematic literature review is underway to understand the state
of the art regarding open science practices for SE. As next steps it is necessary to conduct
more advanced studies on each element, especially data provenance and curation. To do
so, the development of specific models will be planned. Afterwards, empirical evaluation
must be performed for each framework composing element. Integration is a must to allow
all elements to work cooperatively.
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